QT Device provides the same, reliable radio frequency (RF) technology and features as other Turning Technologies RF keypads, but with a full, ergonomic QWERTY keyboard for easy text input. Detailed feedback can be gathered from open-ended questions for collection of critical data. Large LCD screen and backlight provide clear viewing of responses, channel number and battery life. Glow in the dark keyboard supports low light environments. The QT is compatible with numerous question types including multiple choice, multiple response, numeric response, true/false and short answer. Presentation and test mode for self-paced testing are available.

Key Features

- Full QWERTY keypad
- Large LCD screen and backlight
- Channel search
- Automatic input mode selection
- Letters, numbers and symbol support
- Student ID submission with each response
- User feedback in both Presentation and Test mode
- Skip questions and return to questions at end of test
- Instructor can use real-time progress monitoring solution
- Instructor can display individual test results or a custom message to each student

QT Device Specs

Size & Weight

- Height: 5.6 inches
- Width: 2.8 inches
- Depth: .75 inches
- Weight: 4.8 ounces

**Input Capability**
- QWERTY Entry
- 56 Keys, Glow in the Dark Keypad
- Supported Symbols . , ` " ; : ! \ @ # $ % ^ & * ( ) _ + - = / < > [ ] { } ? € £

**LCD Viewable Screen Display**
- Height: 26.9 millimeters
- Width: 57.1 millimeters

**Display**
- **Indicators:**
  - Channel Number
  - Battery Life Indicator
  - Answer Choice
  - Response Confirmation

**Battery & Power**
- Two AAA batteries
- Average battery life is 6 to 12 months

**User Identification**
- Fixed device ID
- Setup is plug-and-play with TurningPoint

**RF Technology**
- Up to 74 sessions can be running at one time in close proximity without interference
- Fully FCC, CE and Industry Canada certified

**Range**
- Presentation Mode - Range for one RF Receiver is 200 feet (400 ft. coverage)
- Test Mode - Data is stored in nonvolatile memory until individual finishes test and uploads responses

**Software Supported**
- TurningPoint v.5.3
- TurningPoint Cloud
- Insight 360 v.2.3.2 and higher
- Flow v.1.7 and higher